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It's a little bit goofy and there isn't a lot of "game" there yet, so just sit tight and wait until this game makes progress. I bought it
on the day it released and I can proudly say that this dev is working on his title and doesn't throw it away just becasue it was
garbage at first.. Some games need testing before being released to the public. I started a single player world, and it spawned me
on a hill that was barely a hill at all. I could not run up it. I could only slide down. Down right into the ocean. Could not get out.
Quit. Joined a multiplayer server. The only one, game freezes up and a loud explosion sounds. I spawn in, and theres a player
just running into a wall non-stop. Whilst facing a wall he shoots out of his back and nails me in the face. *refunds game.*. I
would watch some gameplay before you buy the game. It is very bland. With that being said, it is different and quite
beautiful.but that's all it gets you. It's very buggy, even with just being released. There isn't a big team working on this so I doubt
it will have the funding and devolpment to make it an enjoyable game. I wanted to give this a good review and had high hopes
for it, I really did.but it fell flat. 5/10, mainly due to nicely done abstract graphics.. I would watch some gameplay before you
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buy the game. It is very bland. With that being said, it is different and quite beautiful.but that's all it gets you. It's very buggy,
even with just being released. There isn't a big team working on this so I doubt it will have the funding and devolpment to make
it an enjoyable game. I wanted to give this a good review and had high hopes for it, I really did.but it fell flat. 5/10, mainly due
to nicely done abstract graphics.. If you saw the improvements I've seen in this game in just 2 months, you would buy it too.
When I bought this game, it was ported fully for Mac and GNU/Linux as well as windows. Now I can't play it.. *******DO
NOT BUY ABANDONED BY DEV!!!!****** I was excited for this game, it looked like it would be awesome in the end. but
instead Dev failed, changed the games name, gave us a turd sandwich, and moved on to other projects. so new turds to come. i
left my original review so you all could see the contrast, of what might have been if the dev kept there work ethic to a standard
of integrity. ******(original raview on first week of buying game)*******ok i have spent a few hours in here, no servers so its
only single player ATM, looks good, visualy stimulating good use of color and lighting, the modles seam, well . lacking,
animations basic, skins no exsistant, games in pre pre pre pre alpha ??? there is basicly nothing to do, collect loot, manage the
broken combat system, respawn, save loot buy stuff, upgrading armor seams to do nothing, and all the wepons feel like they do
well, the same damage, seams like there is alot more to come, youre just paying to suport dev team. ehh im a fan of indie so
good luck dev's , i hope loot finds you the goals you need to finish. lmao, my broken english , and bad review, only giving a
thumbs up in suport, and i like the art direction so far. cant wait to see more.. I would watch some gameplay before you buy the
game. It is very bland. With that being said, it is different and quite beautiful.but that's all it gets you. It's very buggy, even with
just being released. There isn't a big team working on this so I doubt it will have the funding and devolpment to make it an
enjoyable game. I wanted to give this a good review and had high hopes for it, I really did.but it fell flat. 5/10, mainly due to
nicely done abstract graphics.. Giant Steaming Turd
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